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Abstract— In this paper a FEM model of a three phase 0.5HP squirrel-cage induction motor is modelled by using FEM software.
The model is then used to analyze and investigate the performance of the induction machine using copper rotor bar compared to the
conventional aluminium rotor bar material. Calculation using analytical tools could not calculate precisely the required parameters
in order to obtain an optimal model to build a prototype model. That is why FEM software has been used to obtain the required data
such as the torque vs. speed, torque vs. slip, power loss vs. speed and power loss vs. slip. This work gives some reviews of the
advantages by substituting copper for aluminum in the rotor bar of squirrel cage induction motor as a main strategy toward reaching
substantially higher efficiency.
Keywords— Induction Motor, FEM, Torque, Speed, Losses, Copper rotor

I. INTRODUCTION
and rotor currents [2]. The proposed calculation method is
simple to use and the results required from the finite element
(FE) analysis can be directly extracted from the
postprocessor, i.e., there is no need to make any additional
calculations from the magnetic vector potential solution.
There has been, in recent years, an effort to make cast
copper rotors for industrial use induction motors. The
objective is to make motors more efficient because of the
higher conductivity of copper. In addition, the reduced losses
in such motors may lead to better design flexibility and
therefore motors that are more compact [3].
The electrical conductivity of copper is nearly 60% higher
than that of aluminum; one would expect the I2R losses in
the rotor to be substantially lower if copper were substituted
for aluminum as the conductive material of the squirrel cage
structure. Motor modeling by several manufacturers has
shown that motors with copper-containing rotors would have
overall loss reductions of 15 to 20% [4]. The use of copper
as the conductor of induction motor rotors would typically
lead to improvements in efficiency, relative to motors using
aluminum.
General concern for improved device efficiency is
encouraged in some countries and less so in others. Use of a

Induction motors are widely used for various industrial
applications. However, their design parameters are evaluated
from the formulae based on the approximations to actual
flux distribution in the machine cross section. In the past,
approximate methods have sufficed. However, at the present
time, there is a greater need to build more efficient machines
and to utilize material more economically. In recent years,
the finite element method has become a very popular and
practical tool for computing magnetic fields in electrical
apparatus [1].
Direct measurement of rotor quantities in induction
motors has always been a difficult task. Rotor currents and
inferred via analytical or numerical methods. Precise
knowledge of the rotor variables can help to improve motor
design related to its efficiency. In both design and
diagnostics of induction machines the precise knowledge of
the rotor quantities is a crucial issue, nevertheless
information on rotor variables is typically only available by
computation. In particular the Finite Element method (FEM)
is used to compute the map of current and flux density
distribution, while coupled circuits models or winding
function approach are employed for the evaluation of stator
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heavier more expensive material is not an intuitive way
forward for many motor manufacturers especially when low
first cost was the primary concern of an entrenched customer
base. It remained to be shown and more generally
appreciated that the copper rotor could in fact reduce both
motor weight and cost [5].

simulation, results from the copper materials are analysed.
Copper conductivity is set to 5.8E-07.
The BH curve used for the Aluminium and Copper rotor
slot of the 0.5hp induction motor modelling has shown as
Figure 2. The BH curve has been taken from FEM software
which shows 1.8 Tesla and given below.

II. MODELLING OF INDUCTION MOTOR USING F.E.M
SOFTWARE
Figure 1 shows the modelled 0.5HP Induction motor by
using FEM software. Figure 1 shows the 2 dimensional (2D)
view of the designed induction motor with respect to stator
& stator bars, rotor & rotor bars and air gap from the FEM
software.

Figure 2: BH curve of the Copper material assigned for the 0.5HP induction
Motor.

III. STEADY STATE AC ANALYSIS
The result of steady state AC analysis for aluminum rotor
bars and copper rotor bars is shown in Table 2. Based on the
result, several graphs are plotted such as the torque vs. speed,
torque vs. slip, power loss vs. speed and power loss vs. slip.

TABLE II: DATA FROM STEADY STATE AC ANALYSIS.

Figure 1: Modelling of 0.5HP Induction Motor

Table 1 shows the parameter of the 0.5HP induction
motor based on laboratory experiment procedures used for
the input in FEM software.
TABLE 1: SPECIFICATIONS FOR M ODELLING OF 0.5HP INDUCTION M OTOR

Description
Phase voltage
Rated horsepower
Rated output power
Frequency
No of phases
No. of poles
Stator slots
Rotor slots
Synchronous Speed
Rotor Speed
Slip
Conductivity

Copper
340
0.5
0.37
50
3
4
36
24
1500
1425
5
5.8E-07

Unit
V(peak)
Hp
kW
Hz
rpm
rpm
%
S/m

Based on the Table 2 it is shown that as the rotor speed
reaches 1425 rpm the power loss for copper is higher
(7.72W) than in the aluminium (5.45W). This is because
copper has higher conductivity than aluminium and the heat
generated by the copper material is much higher than
aluminium at that rpm. The torque developed by a

The FEM induction motors are designed to have 36 stator
and 24 rotor slots design; the FEM uses steady-state AC
analysis solver for copper rotor bar design. Based on the
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conventional 3-phase motor depends on its speed but the
relation between the two cannot be represented by simple
equation. It is easier to show the relationship in the form of a
curve. In Figure 3 the starting torque (speed = 0) of
aluminium is at 2.09 N-m and as for copper it is 1.63 N-m.

So, for low values of slip, the torque/slip curve is
approximately a straight line. As slip increases (for
increasing load on the motor), the torque also increases and
becomes maximum when s = R2 / X 2 .This torque is
known as pull-out or breakdown torque. As the slip further
increases (i.e. motor speed falls) with further increase in
motor load, then R2 becomes negligible as compared to

sX 2 .According to Figure 4 if the motor slip of 0.05 is
drawn a vertical line, the copper rotor bars torque will be
higher than aluminum rotor bars torque. The copper rotor
bars is leading maximum torque than the aluminum rotor
bars, the maximum torque for copper rotor bars at 0.05 slip
is 2.5N-m and for aluminium is 1.7N-m. Even though at slip
of 0.05 the aluminium motor torque is lesser than copper, but
during breakdown torque the aluminium torque decreases
slowly but reaches a torque level higher than copper.
Figure 3: Torque vs. Speed of Aluminum & Copper Rotor bar.

The maximum torque (breakdown torque) is 4.8 N-m for
both the materials. At full load the motor runs at the speed of
N. When the mechanical load increases, motor speed
decreases until the motor torque again becomes equal to the
load torque. As long as two of torques is in balance state, the
motor will run at constant (but lower) speed. However, if the
load torque exceeds 4.8N-m the motor will suddenly stop.
According to Figure 3, it shows that the copper rotor bar
torque breaks down faster than the aluminum rotor bars. It
shows that copper rotor bar is better than aluminium rotor
bar because at fast breakdown speed, the heat generated
from the motor is less compared to aluminium and the heat
loss which is core loss can be reduced and this also can
cause motor damage at minimum level.

Figure 5: Power Loss vs. Slip of Aluminum & Copper Rotor bar.

Figure 5 shows the power loss versus slip base on
aluminum and copper rotor bars. At slip equals to 0, the
induction motor is at no load condition in which the rotor
speed is almost same as the synchronous speed. When the
motor is under load the slip is 0.05 based on the load test
done in the experimental level. When motor is at 0.05 slip
the power loss of the aluminium is 5.45W and for copper is
7.72W but even though the power loss of copper losses are
more than the aluminium at that slip level, after both
material losses is equal to each other at 0.2 slip the
aluminium losses surprisingly increase dramatically and the
copper losses increase steadily but at nearly linear position.
This shows that copper material is better than aluminium in
terms of losses measurement.
Figure 6 shows the power loss vs. speed for aluminum
and copper rotor bars. At starting condition, when speed is 0
r.p.m, power loss of copper rotor bars is 130.44W and it is
lower compare to aluminum rotor bars that is 157.23W.

Figure 4: Torque vs. Slip comparison of Aluminum & Copper Rotor bar.

For a given value of slip, torque is proportional to the
square of voltage. The torque-slip characteristic at fixed
(rated) is plotted in Figure 6.It is clear that when s=0, T= 0
hence the curve starts from point 0.At normal speed, close to
synchronism the term ( sX 2 ) is small and hence negligible
with respect to ( R2 ) shown in equation 1.

∴T ∝
Or

s
R2

(1)

T ∝ s if R2 is constant
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IV. CONCLUSION
The topic addressed here is the torque, speed and slip as
well as power loss, speed and slip characteristic comparison
for aluminium and copper rotor bars. Through the use of
higher conductivity copper and better steel, the efficiency of
induction motors can be improved. To maintain satisfactory
performance, including starting torque and current, motor
design techniques have been developed, including shaping of
rotor bars, stator slots design an so on. Based on the
simulation of the FEM software it shows that copper rotor
bar has fast breakdown speed, lower losses measurement and
better linearity of losses along with slip compare to
aluminium rotor bars.

Figure 6: Power Loss vs. Speed (r.p.m) of Aluminum & Copper Rotor bar.
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